
Training in

Complete syllabus



Presentation of the book "The Creator"
What is Sanergía - Objectives
Pranic Healing (prana healing)
Sanergía and other treatments
Prosperituality - Momentum
Endorsers of Sanergía
Positivist Energy - Nikola Tesla
Bioenergy - Dr. Valerie Hunt
The aura - Kirlian Photography - Chakras: Functions and
treatments
How energies move in the universe - Waveform
Ionization - Hand activation - Arm/back exercise
Self-alignment - The Druids
Electromagnetic balance
Everything is energy
Sanergía sessions: in-person and remote.
The Kybalion (the 7 laws of the truth of the Universe)
Emotions and their resonance within us
We are made of energy
Thoughts generate matter and reality
Tachyons - You are a master of your energy
What you believe, you create
We are tuning forks
The interplanetary grid, we are all connected.
Interaction - The cascade model
The law of attraction and intention
Coherence between heart and brain
Pineal gland
Mandelbrot - We are fractals
Sheldrake - Morphic resonance, all minds are connected
Human DNA (the biological internet)
Quantum physics (the infinite possibilities)
The secret to not getting sick

Module 1:



What are signals or records?
Complete practice session of Sanergía
How to train at home?
Online Sanergía
Double-slit experiment (quantum physics)
The observer (you are the creator of your reality)
Gregg Braden's experiments (curing cancer in less
than 3 minutes)
Female and male brains
Brain activation in animals
Sanergic connection
Living in Certainty
Online connection
Meta Sanergía (biodecoding). Causes of diseases

Module 2:



What works is not questioned
Words are not innocent
You will always be right
The power of words
How to program water
What is THE FIELD (source-universe)
What our brain is capable of
You receive what you send
Schumann Resonance (the pulsation of the Earth and
its relationship with brain waves)
Corrective information
Sanergía and children
Sanergía and animals
Chakras in dogs and cats
Aromatherapy
Sheets of specific pathologies
Special protocol for SERIOUS ILLNESSES
Sanergist checklist
Tips for a successful sanergist

Module 3:


